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*e instrumentation and control (I&C) system of a nuclear power plant (NPP) employs a cybersecurity program regulated by the
government. *rough regulation, the government requires the implementation of security controls in order for a system to be
developed and operated. Accordingly, the licensee of an NPP works to comply with this requirement, beginning in the de-
velopment phase. *e compliance-driven approach is efficient when the government supervises NPPs, but it is inefficient when a
licensee constructs them. *e security controls described in regulatory guidance do not consider system characteristics. In other
words, the development organization spends a considerable amount of time excluding unnecessary control items and preparing
the evidence to justify their exclusion. In addition, security systems can vary according to the developer’s level of security
knowledge, leading to differences in levels of security between systems. *is paper proposes a method for a developer to select the
appropriate security controls when preparing the security requirements during the early development phase; it is designed to
ensure the system’s security and reduce the cost of excluding unnecessary security controls. We have formalized the repre-
sentation of attack patterns and security control patterns and identified the relationships between these patterns. We conducted a
case study applying RG 5.71 in the Plant Protection System (PPS) to confirm the validity of the proposed method.

1. Introduction

Recently, the industrial control field has introduced digi-
talized systems and devices designed to increase ease of use
by operators. However, the introduction of digitalized
systems can generate a variety of new cyber threats, a
prominent example being Stuxnet [1, 2]. After the success of
the Stuxnet attack, governments heightened their alertness
with regard to the security problem of safety-critical systems
and the adverse physical effects on people in the event of a
cyberattack. *is government-led approach typically in-
volves regulations and requires compliance by system
providers and operators. In other words, it is a compliance-
driven approach [3].

A typical example of a safety-critical system is the in-
strumentation and control (I&C) system of a nuclear power

plant (NPP). *e US government requires operators of an
NPP I&C system to comply with RG 5.71, based on 10 CFR
73.43 [4, 5]. RG 5.71 includes not only the requirements for
system operation, but also those for technical counter-
measures (security controls) [4]. To comply with the reg-
ulation, a plant operator should consider providing security
functionality in the development phase. Some of the security
controls require specific system security functions for
compliance. *erefore, security system developers identify
these controls and incorporate them into the system re-
quirements in the early stages of development.

*ere are no system criteria that apply to the code itself.
Applying the security controls to the system requires gaining
an understanding of the security control requirements,
which takes time, because the regulation, which provides the
only description of the security controls, is written in natural
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language. *e developer selects the security controls for the
system after the system analysis and threat identification are
performed, as this approach is supported by security experts
based on risk assessment frameworks such as NIST SP
800–13 [6]. In another approach, the developer identifies the
system’s potential vulnerabilities and selects the security
controls by performing a preliminary penetration test [7].

In this paper, we propose a systematic method for
selecting the security controls for a given system. *e
method does not require the participation of a security
expert and depends only on the developer. Only when
defining the attack patterns is the security expert’s partici-
pation needed. By defining an attack pattern database that
includes existing attack cases and mapping the attack pat-
terns with the system’s characteristics, the developer can
obtain the appropriate security controls for the target system
in an automated manner. *e proposed method creates a
representation of the system and its operating environment
using formalized patterns and then compares the formalized
attack patterns with the formalized system characteristics.

*e remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 explains work related to the proposed method.
Section 3 provides an overview of the proposed method.
Section 4 defines the concept of the security control pattern.
Section 5 presents the results of the case study performed.
Section 6 discusses the limitations of the proposed approach.
Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

Currently, the developer and security experts select the
security controls by reviewing individual cases in the NPP
domain. In a review meeting, they decide for each individual
security control whether it needs to be implemented in the
given system [8]. *ey also perform a preliminary pene-
tration test to find vulnerabilities in the system in order to
decrease the cost of addressing such vulnerabilities [7]; this is
only a vulnerability response, however, not a method of
selecting security controls to satisfy the regulatory guidance
[7]. No method has been proposed for systematically
choosing the security controls from those listed in RG 5.71.

In information systems security [9–11], there are various
security development methodologies, such as MS SDL,
Seven Touchpoints, and OWASP CLASP [12–15]. *ese
methodologies depend entirely on security experts, because
they define only general processes. *ere are also open
services such as CVE and CWE, which can identify software
vulnerabilities and weaknesses [16–18]. Although these
services also offer countermeasures, developers can use them
after code implementation is complete. Because these
methodologies do not consider the operating conditions of
the system, they cannot be directly applied to a system, and
the assistance of security experts is needed.

Some regulations and standards documents for infor-
mation systems indicate security threats and countermea-
sures; ISO 27 001, ISO 15 408, and BSI catalogs are typical
examples [19–21]. *ese standards documents provide se-
curity countermeasures similar to RG 5.71, but they do not
present methods for applying and implementing them.

*e method proposed in this paper differs from the
existing methods in three key respects. First, it is a systematic
method for selecting security controls that can be applied to
meet the requirements of regulatory guidelines in the NPP
domain. Second, it can be applied in the early stages of
development, and the operational environment can be
specified as a parameter. *ird, it is a method for choosing
specific security countermeasures that considers system-
specific characteristics and operational environments.

3. Proposed Method

We propose a systematic method for selecting security
controls based on the relationship between attacks and
security countermeasures. In RG 5.71, the US NRC requires
the application of 143 security controls to a system [4]. In
this paper, we focus on the selection of security controls for
the specific system targeted. A security countermeasure that
can resist a certain type of attack should be applied to the
system to protect it from that type of attack. Amore in-depth
security concept model can express the relationship between
the method of attack and the system’s security. Figure 1
presents the security concept model of the relationship
between attacks and countermeasures.

As shown in Figure 1, an attacker attempts to exploit an
attack surface using the knowledge elicited from a history of
attacks and their methods. A security engineer decides to
apply a security countermeasure based on experience gained
from the history of attacks and their methods. We propose a
systematic method designed to systematically select a se-
curity countermeasure by considering the attack patterns of
the target system; it uses an attack formalization method
based on the relationship between attack surfaces and se-
curity controls. Figure 2 shows the steps involved in the
proposed approach.

3.1. Attack Surface. In the field of information security, the
term “attack surface” is generally used to mean the points of
attack on a target system [22]. Some researchers have
assessed software security using the attack surface concept
and have achieved good results. We propose representing an
attack pattern in the abstract by extending the attack surface
concept. *e proposed method uses the attack surface and
elements related to the operational environment. *ere are
two operation states in the I&C system of an NPP: the
operating state and the maintenance state. Figure 3 illus-
trates the attack surface and in two operational
environments.

*e notion of the attack surface is deeply related to that
of an entry point of the system, because an entry point is an
entrance through which an attacker attempts to access the
system using a malicious method. As shown in Figure 3, (a)
system opens entry points, which are accessible from the
outside, to provide a service. A client uses the service
through a communication channel using a predefined
protocol. *e best method for enhancing security is to
remove the entry points in a system. *is approach is un-
feasible, however, because with no entry points, the system
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cannot provide the service. An alternative method is to
develop security countermeasures. In other words, even a
system with entry points can be secure if security coun-
termeasures are developed appropriately around the entry
points. We use the characteristics of the attack surface and
operating environment to formalize an attack pattern. Our
model defines three elements to represent the attack surface
(AS): external entity (EE), channel (CH), and service (SRV).

An entry point is a network service by which an external
system or user can access system. A system can havemultiple
entry points, which are denoted by E1 − En:

System ∈ E1, E2, E3, hellip; En . (1)

An entry point may expose several attack surfaces
depending on the service provided. *is is represented by
the following expression:

Ei ∈ AS1, AS2, AS3, hellip; ASk . (2)

When a system provides an entry point for providing a
service to an external system or user, it can be used to attack
the service and is thus called the attack surface. We express
the attack surface as a system service related to the entry
point, an external entity connected to this service, and a
communication method:

AS � (EE, CH, SRV). (3)

3.2. Attack Pattern Formalization. Even a system with an
attack surface is not necessarily attackable. Only when ad-
ditional conditions are satisfied does it become attackable.
For instance, when an attacker sniffs data in the commu-
nication network, only if the data transmitted through the
network include information helpful for carrying out an
attack will the system be attackable. We define features to
consider this characteristic in our formalizationmethod.*e
additional elements to express the attack ability condition in
the formula are the method (M), attack target (AT), and
related data (RD) type. *ese elements represent the
characteristics considered during an attack through an at-
tack surface. M represents the method by which an attacker
attempts to attack through the attack surface,AT is the target
element attacked by M, and R D denotes the type of data
exchanged within the elements of the attack surface. Our
formalization represents the attack pattern as a tuple that
includes these three elements together with AS:

Attackpattern � (AS, M, AT, R D). (4)

An attack pattern selects the system’s attack surface after
expressing the specific element of the attack surface and the
attack method. *e type of related data indicates the type of
data transmitted through the attack surface during regular
operation. With these elements known, it can be determined
whether an attack is possible. Each element’s value can be
selected from a predefined list, and an example expressing an
actual method of attack is given in Equation 5.
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Figure 1: Security concept model.
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Figure 2: Procedural steps of the proposed method.
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3.3. Attack Pattern Parameters. An attack pattern is
expressed in terms of attack pattern parameters using
predefined values, representing a formalized attack pattern
recognized by security experts. Figure 4 shows the workflow
for defining the attack pattern parameters. *ese parameters
can differ according to the target domain and the phase of
the SDLC.

In this paper, we define the parameters that are appli-
cable in the early stages of development of an NPP I&C
system. *e parameters are defined on the basis of cyber-
security experience in the NPP field, a standard related to
nuclear power reactors, and a threat modeling methodology,
as follows: the items for the attack surface parameters were
determined from experience working in cybersecurity, those
for theM (method) using the threat categories of Microsoft’s
STRIDE model, and those for RD (related data) by referring
to IEEE 1615 [23]. Table 1 presents the predefined param-
eters for NPP attack patterns.

*is formalized attack pattern can be used to represent
an attack method by assigning one of the parameters values
to each element. For example, Figure 5 depicts a man-in-the-
middle (MITM) attack.*eMITM attack is one in which the
attacker secretly relays and possibly alters communications
between two parties who believe they are communicating
directly. In this example, we assume that a user and a web
application are communicating to transmit control com-
mands; an attacker attempts to retransmit the commands by
tampering with the control data transferred between the
systems.

*e proposed method represents this attack as a for-
malized attack pattern. To generate a formalized attack
pattern, we use the predefined parameters for the target
domain listed in Table 1.*e formalized attack pattern of the
MITM can be represented as follows:

APMITM � (((S, WN, P), T, CH, C D). (5)

In this example, the attack surface is represented by the
system as the EE, a wired network as the CH, and a platform
service as the SRV. *e method of attack is tampering, the
attack target is the channel, and the type of related data is
control data.

By analyzing it in this way, a given attack technique can
be expressed as a formalized attack pattern.

4. Security Control Pattern

*e security control pattern is a concept map for assigning
the security controls of RG 5.71 according to the attack
pattern. A security control is a security requirement for a
system, described in natural language.*e proposed method
defines a security control pattern for selecting the appro-
priate security controls for a given system.

In the classification criteria, RG 5.71 categorizes security
controls into technical, operational, and management se-
curity controls [4]. Because this regulatory guidance cate-
gorization presents only primary properties, a developer

Another
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Figure 4: Workflow for generating attack pattern data.
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needs further understanding of the security controls in order
to decide whether a given security control is necessary to
protect the system in question. We define three classification
criteria and their specific items for the security controls as
shown in Figure 6.

(i) Applicable target: this item is the abstract-level
component of the system and its environment. It is a
target entity in which a security control can be
implemented. Tags: user, platform and OS, appli-
cation, and channel.

(ii) Security principle: this item is the security principle
that can defend against STRIDE threats [24]. We
additionally include “hardening,” defined as a sys-
tem security enhancement regardless of the threat.
Tags: authentication, authorization, non-
repudiation, confidentiality, integrity, hardening,
and availability.

(iii) Life stage: this item identifies the phase in the
system’s life cycle. Because the regulation describes
the security controls from an operational point of
view, the developer needs to identify the items to be
considered during the development and mainte-
nance phases. Tags: development stage, operation
stage, maintenance stage, and disposal stage.

*ese three criteria can be used to categorize each se-
curity control, and each classification result can be linked to
an attack pattern parameter. We defined the criteria with
consideration of the parameters of the formalized attack
pattern and whether the security control is applicable. We
applied the tags to the security controls in RG 5.71 using a
heuristic approach.

*e relationship between the three dimensions of the
security control pattern and the elements of the attack

pattern is shown in Figure 7. *is relationship provides the
foundation for the systematic selection of specific security
controls for a given system.

Figure 7 shows the relationship between the attack
pattern and the security control pattern. *e applicable
target of the security control pattern is the component where
the security requirements are fulfilled within the system and
its operational environment; it is related to the attack target
of the attack pattern. In other words, the applicable target
element should have security functionality.

*e life cycle of the security control pattern comprises
four stages: development, operation, maintenance, and
disposal. *is element limits the application of security
controls by the stage of the system’s life cycle.

*e security principle of the security control pattern is a
technical feature of the security control. It supports selection
of the proper method of defense against the threat, as the
security controls should be applied differently depending on
the method of attack. *e security principle is mapped from
the attack method of the attack pattern. Our method uses the
STRIDE threat categories and their corresponding security
properties [24].

In the proposed approach, the attack method is used to
select the security principles to apply to the system. Once the
method of attack is determined, the security principles are
chosen automatically. Table 2 shows the security principle
corresponding to each method of attack. *is relationship is
based on the STRIDE methodology [24].

*e RD type is used to determine whether the attack
pattern is valid in the target system. If the importance of the
data type is low, this element allows us to determine that the
security control is unnecessary for the target system. *e
attack surface and RD type determine whether the attack
pattern is valid in the target system. *e attack target is the
component in which the security control should be
implemented. *e life stage determines when the security
control should be developed. Figure 8 shows the relationship
between the attack target of the attack pattern and the
applicable target of the security control pattern.

5. Case Study: Plant Protection System
(PPS) Application

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach,
we applied the method to an I&C system of a nuclear power
plant. Typically, information related to the design and ar-
chitecture of NPPs is not publicly available. *erefore, we
conducted the case study using the information in a

Table 1: Attack pattern parameters for the instrumentation and control (I&C) system of a nuclear power plant (NPP).

Element Items

Attack
surface

EE User(U), system(S), device(D)
CH Direct access (DA), direct wired (DW), wired network (WN), wireless network (LN)
SRV Application service (A), platform service (P), maintenance service (M)

M Spoofing (S), tampering (T), repudiation (R), information disclosure (I), denial of service (D), escalation of privilege
(E)

AT EE, CH, SRV
RD Nonoperational data (ND), operational data (OD), control data (CD), security and configuration data (SD)

X
Original Connection

New Connection
User

Web
Application

Attacker

Figure 5: Man-in-the-middle attack.
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published paper by Song et al. [8], which describes the Plants
Protection System (PPS) used in their security analysis,
which we chose as our target system.

We performed the case study in three phases:

(i) Phase 1. Analyzing the target system

(ii) Phase 2. Identifying attack patterns for the specific
system

(iii) Phase 3. Selecting the candidate set of security
controls.

5.1. Overview of Target System. We conducted the case study
selecting the security controls for an NPP I&C system. In [8],
Song et al. introduced the high-level concepts of the Plant
Protection System (PPS) for modeling security. *e pub-
lished description provides sufficient information about PPS
to use in applying our method to it. Figure 9 provides an
overview of PPS based on the information presented in the
paper.

PPS is composed of three programmable logic con-
trollers (PLCs) and two industrial PCs. *ey connect
through an N-to-N network and a one-to-one network. An
engineering workstation (EWS) performs the logic update
and system configuration for the PLCs through a dedicated
maintenance port during the sole maintenance phase. *e
OM and MTP, based on industrial PCs, provide the human-
machine interface.

Applicable target

Security principle

Life stage

Platform & OS

Logic

Channel

User

Support Tool

Confidentiality

Availability

Non-repudiation

Authorization

Integrity

Authentication

Development phase
Operation phase

Maintenance phase

Disposal phase

Hardening

Figure 6: Classification criteria.
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Attack Target

Attack Target

Type of RD

Choosing specific
attack patterns

Applicable Target

Life Stage

Security Principle

Choosing a stage
of applying

Implemented to

Defend by

Attack Pattern Security Control Pattern

Figure 7: Relationship between attack pattern and security control pattern.

Table 2: Mapping between methods of attack and security
principles.

Attack Method Security principle
Spoofing Authentication
Tampering Integrity
Repudiation Nonrepudiation
Information disclosure Confidentiality
Denial of service Availability
Elevation of privilege Authorization
- Hardening
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5.2. Attack Pattern Data. *e proposed method assumes
that a security expert has generated customized attack
pattern data for the target system on the basis of known
attack cases. For the case study, we reviewed cases of attacks
on the industrial control system and vulnerability analysis
reports because vulnerabilities of NPP I&C systems are
generally not made public [25–27].

It is challenging to apply our method using vulnerability
analysis reports because specific information about the

system is necessary.*erefore, we used data presented by the
SANS Institute to generate the attack patterns for this case
study [25]. Table 3 gives an example of an attack description
from the SANS report [25].

*e report is also written in natural language. If a
system has a human-machine interface (HMI), the attacker
can attack by accessing the interface directly. We can
identify the attack pattern from the HMI description as
given in Table 4.
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Figure 8: Relationship between attack target and applicable target.
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5.3. Phase 1: Analyzing the Target System. *is section
provides the results of the attack surface analysis performed
in the first phase of our method. In this phase, we analyzed
each subsystem of the PPS. *e result includes the input/
output connections of the subsystem and enumerates them.
We used the description of PPS in Song et al.‘s paper to
analyze its subsystems [8]. Figure 10 shows the analysis
target subsystems of PPS.

We performed the analysis for six PPS subsystems: BP,
ITP, CP, MTP, OM, and EWS. We analyzed only one EWS
because all EWSs have the same connectivity.

5.4. Phase 2: IdentifyingAttack Patterns for the System. In the
second phase, we identified the attack patterns for each
subsystem according to the element of the AS. Our review
focused on all entry points. A number of attack patterns were
extracted for each subsystem; the counts are shown in
Figure 11.

5.5. Phase 3: Selecting the Security Controls Candidate Set

5.5.1. Parameters for Selecting Security Controls. Our ap-
proach chooses security controls based on the attack target
and attack method of the attack pattern elements (Figure 8).
*e parameters assigned for the attack pattern groups in this
case study are listed in Tables 5–7.

5.5.2. Security Controls for BP. By applying the proposed
method to BP, it was determined that security controls
should be applied in (1) the BP logic applications and (2) the
BP channels. Figure 12 illustrates the application of security
controls in these target components of the BP network
architecture. BP needs to implement the security controls in
the BP Logic and communication channel as presented in
Tables 8 and 9.

5.5.3. Security Controls for MTP. By applying the proposed
method to MTP, it was determined that security controls

should be applied in (1) the MTP logic and (2) the MTP
platform. Figure 13 illustrates the application of security
controls in these target components of the MTP network
architecture. MTP needs to implement the security controls
in theMTP Logic and Platform as presented in Tables 10 and
11.

5.5.4. Security Controls for EWS. By applying the proposed
method to EWS, it was determined that security controls
should be applied in (1) the EWS logic and (2) the EWS
platform. Figure 14 illustrates the application of security
controls in these target components of the EWS network
architecture.

EWS also needs to implement the security controls re-
lated to the user interface. In many attack cases, the access
privileges of an unauthorized user are expanded because
EWS provides an interface for configuring the PLC. Ta-
bles 12 and 13 list the security controls that should be applied
to each component.

5.5.5. Effectiveness Comparison. Although it is difficult to
perform a quantitative evaluation by comparing the method
presented in this paper with the process, we can discuss its
effectiveness by comparing the numbers of people who need
to be involved in the project.

Under the expert review method (the method in use
today), many system developers and security experts are
involved in analyzing a system (e.g., PPS), and this group of
experts participates in multiple review meetings. Consid-
ering the scope and complexity of a nuclear power plant’s
I&C system, the time cost of review meetings is very high. In
addition, it is not easy to apply a method in a domain in
which many experts proceed simultaneously, because of the
need to maintain consistency of security for compliance with
regulations.

*e proposed method, on the other hand, can be per-
formed with a minimal number of people once the initial
analyses, such as the attack surface analysis and domain
attack pattern analysis, have been completed. *us, this

Table 3: Example of an attack description.

Human-machine interfaces (HMIs)
- Can be a traditional indicator and switch-based
- Can be serial interface based
- Can be network-based
- Most modern HMIs are now web interfaces
- Some leverage web services to a user front-end
- Some older ones may use RPC calls
- If we can gain access to the HMI, we can often control the system

Table 4: Example of an attack pattern expression (human-machine interfaces (HMIs)).

SUB-ID
Attack surface

M AT RD
EE CH SRV

SANS–ICS–01-01 User Authorization Application, platform EP SRV CD
SANS–ICS–01-02 System Authorization Application, platform EP SRV CD
SANS–ICS–01-03 System Authorization Application, platform EP SRV CD

8 Security and Communication Networks
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Figure 10: Analysis target subsystems of PPS.
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Table 5: Parameters for BP, ITP, and CP.

Attack surface
Parameter of the security control

Applicable target Security principle Life stage
(S,DW,M) Logic Authorization Development

(S,DW,A) Logic Authorization Development
Logic Authorization Development

(S,WN,A) Logic Authentication Development
Channel Confidentiality Development

Security and Communication Networks 9



Table 6: Parameters for MTP and OM.

Attack surface
Parameter of the security control

Applicable target Security principle Life stage

(S,WN,A) Logic Authorization Development
Logic Authentication Development

(U,DA,A) Logic Authentication Development
Logic Authorization Development

(U,DA,P) OS and platform Authorization Development

Table 7: Parameters for engineering workstation (EWS).

Attack surface
Parameter of the security control

Applicable target Security principle Life stage
(S,DW,M) Logic Authorization Development
(U,DA,P) OS and platform Authorization Development

MTPC.P

EWS

EWS

B.P

Other channel
for PPS

 

User

Wired Network
Direct WiredDirect Access

Logic

1.
 B

.P
. L

og
ic

2. Channel (MTP)

2

1

1

Figure 12: Application of security controls in the target components of BP.

Table 8: Security controls for BP logic.

Target component Security controls

BP logic

B.1.2 account management
B.1.3 access enforcement

B.1.5 separation of functions
B.1.7 unsuccessful logic attempts
B.1.9 Previous logon notification

B.1.10 session lock
B.3.19 thin nodes

B.4.2 user identification and authentication
B.4.3 Password requirements
B.5.8 authenticator feedback
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Table 9: Security controls for BP channels.

Target component Security controls

Channel (to MTP) B.3.7 transmission confidentiality
B.3.12 transmission of security parameters

ITP

IPS

MTPC.P

B.P

Non-safety system

User

PLC

Industrial PC

Wired Network
Logic Direct Access

Direct Wired

Platform

2. MTP Platform

1. MTP Logic

2

1

Figure 13: Application of security controls in the target components of MTP.

Table 10: Security controls for MTP logic.

Target component Security controls

MTP logic

B.1.2 account management
B.1.3 access enforcement

B.1.5 separation of functions
B.1.7 unsuccessful logic attempts
B.1.9 Previous logon notification

B.1.10 session lock
B.3.19 thin nodes

B.4.2 user identification and authentication
B.4.3 Password requirements
B.5.8 authenticator feedback

Table 11: Security controls for MTP platform.

Target component Security controls

MTP platform

B.1.2 account management
B.1.3 access enforcement

B.1.5 separation of functions
B.1.6 least privilege

B.1.7 unsuccessful logic attempts
B.1.8 system use notification

B.1.9 Previous logon notification
B.1.10 session lock

B.1.22 use of external systems
B.2.9 Protection of audit information

B.2.10 nonrepudiation
B.3.2 application Partitioning and security function isolation

B.3.11 unauthorized remote activation of services
B.3.13 public key infrastructure certificates

B.3.19 thin nodes
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method can reduce the time cost of review meetings and
maintain consistency of security across systems.

Because the proposed method can reuse the results of the
initial analysis for successive products, it is cost effective. In
addition, safety-critical systems such as NPP I&C systems
are themselves more cost effective because their function
does not change significantly.

6. Discussion

*e proposed method identifies the appropriate security
controls for a target system by examining it from an at-
tacker’s point of view. However, the developer has an ad-
ditional perspective to consider before applying the specified
controls. Because an NPP I&C system is a safety-critical
system, it is crucial to maintain a safe status. *erefore, after
determining whether a control is technically applicable to a
system or channel, the developer should employ a method
that avoids conflict between safety requirements and security
requirements.

For the proposed method to be applied, it is necessary to
obtain and maintain the latest attack pattern data. Because
the suitability of the security controls selected for the system
depends on the freshness of the attack pattern data,
obtaining the newest attack pattern data is vital.

*e proposed method systematically provides a candi-
date set of security controls. However, if the method is not
available in an automated form, a developer must repeatedly
perform the task of selecting security controls manually.
*erefore, to improve the practicality of the model, it is
necessary to implement it as an automated tool.

7. Conclusion

We have proposed a systematic compliance-driven method
in this paper. *is approach supports the system developer
in deciding in the early stages of development whether
specific security controls apply to the system. *e method
can automatically choose a set of appropriate security
controls for the system if the developer can identify the
attack surface and the data that pass through it. We dem-
onstrated the method’s application using a case study. As-
suming that the attack pattern data are updated sufficiently
often and that security experts perform multiple checks on
the security control patterns, the method can enhance the
security of NPP I&C systems. Although we did not discuss
cost efficiency in this paper, given the human resources
required by the existing approach, such as those needed to
conduct a preliminary penetration test [7], we can expect
that the proposed method will be more cost efficient. *is
paper deals only with NPPs, but we believe the proposed
method would also be highly suitable for application to
systems in other government-regulated industries, such as
the automotive industry [28].
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